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Motivational guru Napoleon Hill once observed 

“What the mind of man can conceive and believe, 

the mind of man can achieve.” But sometimes 

you need a little help and people to hold you ac-

countable for your actions until you reach your 

goals.  

Friends, family, and co-workers can be a resource 

or an obstacle to making progress. In the widely 

cited Transtheoretical Model of Change, “helping 

relationships” are those that help you to make 

positive changes.  It goes without saying that 

helpers who practice positive behaviors them-

selves provide the best helping relationships. Af-

ter all, it’s hard to stop over-spending when you 

are surrounded by people spend all their free time 

at malls. 

 

Many employers provide support such as 

matched retirement savings accounts, savings 

bond purchase plans, credit unions, financial 

seminars, and one-to-one financial counseling but 

ultimately it is your responsibility to be liable for 

your finances. 

Ways to build your financial accountability can include: 

1. Determine who holds a stake in your success:  how many people are affected by the outcome of 

your goal?  When you overspend how does that affect your spouse, children and/or parents?  

You many realize your choices have a ripple effect that reaches far beyond you. 

2. Think about the consequences of your failure:  Will it mean you can’t visit friends and family 

as often?  Will it prevent your children from participating in extracurricular activities or taking 

a field trip? 

3. Think about the success of how your success will impact others:  Will it provide better, future 

opportunities? 

4. Set small goals, not unrealistic ones, and build on them:  Set a goal of putting $5 a week in a 

jar, not $100.  After a month, readdress it.  Could you save an additional $5 a week? 

5. Communicate your goals to family and friends:  It can be as simple as “I’m cutting back on 

spending.”  Keeping the goal to yourself doesn’t give you ACCOUNTABILITY because in the 

end you are the only one that knows the outcome. 

6. Keep a checklist:  Write down your daily goals and check 

them off when complete.  If you don’t clear your list daily, 

revisit why you didn’t and make changes. 

7. Review Progress:  Review what you’ve accomplished each 

week and give yourself a pat on the back, 

8. Take PRIDE in positive achievements: Feel good about your-

self as you reach your daily/weekly/monthly goals. 

Action Steps  
 

 Visit www.fpanet.org or www.napfa.org to find the names of financial profession-

als in your area.  

 Take advantage of financial support services provided by your employer (e.g., 401

(k)s).  

 Tell one or more people about your financial goal and ask them to support your 

efforts.  
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